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SUBJECT 
Renewal Committee Update: Communication Opportunities 
 

APPLICABLE STATUTE, RULE, OR POLICY 
N/A 
 

BACKGROUND 
 At the June 8, 2017 PCSC Meeting, the PCSC expressed interest in providing 

additional opportunities for communication between commissioners and charter 
school leaders and governors. 
 

DISCUSSION 
PCSC Commissioner Quinn, Renewal Committee Chair, will provide an update on 
the Renewal Committee’s discussions regarding communication with schools.  
 
These materials include results from a recent survey of school leaders regarding 
communication opportunities. Additionally, the materials include a New School 
Leader Orientation document that PCSC staff developed in 2017 to assist school 
leaders in understanding the PCSC’s role as an authorizer.   
 

IMPACT 
Information item only. 

  
STAFF COMMENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Staff has no comments or recommendations. 
 
COMMISSION ACTION 

Any action would be at the discretion of the PCSC. 
 



Survey Summary 

 

You may recall that, back in September, we surveyed charter school leaders regarding their needs for 
additional resources. The responses we received have helped us develop some new supports that we hope 
our schools are finding useful. These include resources for new school boards and board members, as well 
as additional guidance for new schools.   

At that time, many schools communicated a desire for the PCSC to spend time simply getting to know 
them. This goal is shared by the commissioners and staff.  

Based on the PCSC Renewal Committee’s January meeting, the PCSC Staff conducted a follow-up 
survey to gather feedback from school leaders regarding the concept of “board to board” discussions.  The 
following pages present summary data and original comments from the survey conducted.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

27 Unique schools represented. (73% of the PCSC portfolio) 

16 Administrator Responses 

14 Board Responses 

2 Other Responses (1 Business Manager, 1 Engagement Coordinator) 

 
 







 

Un-Edited Survey Comments 
 

10.  Given the opportunity to talk with commissioners, what topics would you like to discuss? 
 

• As an authorizer, what role should the commission play? 
• What the Charter Commission is doing to advocate for charter schools at the State level, 

structures/supports on how to better support staff, recruiting students, ideas for collaborating with 
other Charter Schools to better support funding, listen to challenges our school is facing 

• Catering to the demographic served and not assuming all schools have the same students 
• Goals of the Commission. Long range plans of the Commission. Expectations the Commission has for 

established and new charter schools. 
• Topics, such as working together to see about the performance certificate & annual reporting of such 

to be sufficient for the State-required Continuous Improvement Plans (formerly Strategic Plans), along 
with using the performance certificate in place of other State-driven reporting requirements, such as 
the Literacy Plan. Also, how to address Teacher/Principal Evaluation Plans so they're flexible for 
charters where Danielsen Model conflicts with teaching approach/methods used. 

• State reporting requirements, state funding, unique demographics and student stories 
• Understanding that the Charter Commission doesn't have control of Dept of Ed reporting, the amount 

of required reporting would be a topic of discussion. 
• We realize that the Charter Commission can't control the amount of Dept of Ed reporting, but reducing 

reporting would be helpful. 
• Common Charter School issues and recommendations, statewide and larger issues 
• Challenges/benefits of serving high need, diverse student populations; responsibilities of being a 

public school (as opposed to schools that have the ability to recruit only high-achieving, non-diverse 
student populations; understanding student achievement and student growth measures (ISAT scores 
and grad cohort data do not provide adequate data to allow commissioners to assess the academic 
success of a school); what is accountability and what are the roles of the authorizer and the school 
board 

• The shackles that bind us to the state with regards to compliance. How are we supposed to be 
innovative when we don't get to march to our own beat? 

• Performance certificates Authentic evaluations 
• Legislative issues, performance certificate issues 
• strategic role for virtual schools 
• Availability of grants, and other funding sources. green energy credits and other energy saving 

programs. 
• Performance reports 
• Commission expectations Lessons learned from other Idaho Charter Schools How do we jointly meet 

our objectives and still provide our staff and students with the flexibility and opportunity for creative 
approaches to education and learning that the Charter School movement was founded on. Improving 
communication and cooperation between Charter Schools and the State's educational "establishment" 
as represented by the District schools in our region, the State Department of Ed., and the State Board 

• how improve schools. 
• What they see as our biggest strengths and weaknesses. What their vision for charter schools in Idaho 

is. The uniqueness of our school and what hurts and helps our focus. How we can help be advocates 
for Idaho Charter Schools The struggles we are facing The vision we have for the future and future 
growth Innovation ideas- freedom to innovate. With innovation comes potential for failure and how to 
adapt, but there doesn't seem to be very much room to innovate in our current culture. 

• Too many to list 
• Over governance by PCSC 
• Accountability 



• General sharing of commissioner/school concerns, goals, etc... 
• Training, broader issues facing charter schools, successful models and strategies that other Charters 

have used to overcome common problems 
• The work towards replication Reporting to the commission the important data for accountability 
• The direction of charter schools in the future as seen by the PCSC & The biggest challenges charters 

are facing across the state. Discussion regarding duties of commission members and opportunities for 
our schools to be of service or apply to serve on the PCSC board. 

• Funding, Certifications, Board Training 
• District - Commission relations, Role of Commission, Education on Montessori approach 
• I am not sure that I have anything in my mind at this time. It probably feels most appropriate to know 

what is on their mind and if there is a certain topic that they would like to know about as it relates to 
my individual school. 

• Trends they are seeing; their key concerns/issues as charters come up for recertification; the great 
practices they are seeing (so we can learn from each other); what they would like to hear from us. 

• marketing 
 

11. Please include any additional questions, comments, or suggestions you have regarding how 
best to facilitate useful, “get-to-know-you” style discussions between commissioners and your 
school. 

 

• Are commissioners genuinely interested in getting to know their school? Are commission staff that 
have no professional experience in the field of educational truly qualified to do the things 
commissioners ask them to do? 

• We would love an in-person meeting, but wouldn't be able to afford to go to Boise. 
• NA 
• Thank you for the positive authorizer-school relationship. We have always felt supported, and 

appreciate the work you do on our behalf, as well our being able to consult with/work with staff on 
issues. If your time, budget, schedules ever allow, I would look forward to an in-person visit to 
Liberty anytime that is convenient for you! 

• Our school community would greatly appreciate opportunities to meet with Commissioners to share 
how we operate and support students. 

• As the Charter Commission budget allows, we would invite commissioners to visit our school. 
• As the commission budget allows, commissioners visiting/touring our school. 
• Our last round was great, more of the same - maybe with more insight as to the goals of the 

commission and our alignment with that 
• I think it's important for these conversations to occur in a way that is different from the site visit 

approach - if the purpose is a "get to know you" discussion, it will be important for commissioners to 
be open to learning new things about each school and its strengths and challenges. The annual reports 
and site visits always seem to reflect pre-conceived judgements (good and bad) about commission 
schools instead of opportunities to gather new and objective information. 

• Funding. While we know there is a move change funding, how will that help us if there are no new 
monies and every district will be 'held harmless'? 

• I think it would be helpful for the PCSC members to come visit the school itself at least once per 5-
year period. It would be easier to put context to conversation if they were able to see the school and 
meet people face to face. 

• that comments be taken seriously 
• I really see this as valuable especially as there are always new board members and commissioner due 

to terms ending. I really think that understanding how to better align our goals with what they are 
looking for from a governance standpoint would be beneficial. Especially in a top-down model. An 



overview of our strategic plan and their strategic plan maybe. Why they support charters. What they 
hope to accomplish. And then have our team share the same. 

• Flexible scheduling 
• Casual rather than formal would best facilitate a "get-to-know-you" discussion 
• Invite the commissioners to our open houses and events. Please come and see us when you can. Our 

door is always open. 
• As Commission Board members come from all over the state, it would be helpful to see them in our 

schools. We would also like to learn more about each member of the Commission. 
• Face-to-face is a great way to begin 
• Travel to the schools rather than continuously having the schools travel to you. 
• I do appreciate the thought that goes on behind this. I would hope that we would not have lobby 

sessions or meetings where others are made to feel less than by different lobbying interests. I do think 
there is value in conversation and have always felt a trust and connection with the commission staff 
but opening up a structure for conversation is probably good idea for those that don't "feel" that way. 

• I think there is always value in establishing real/personal relationships and we are fortunate to be in 
Boise where we can facilitate this. Thanks for undertaking this effort. 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Idaho Public Charter School Commission 
304 North 8th Street, Room 242 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
 
Phone: (208) 332-1561 
chartercommission.idaho.gov 
 
Alan Reed, Chairman 
Tamara Baysinger, Director 
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Welcome 
Congratulations on your new leadership position at a public charter school! Thank you for your willingness 
to take on this challenging but fulfilling role. 

As you may be aware, public charter schools operate under a grant authority from an authorized 
chartering entity, or authorizer. Your school is authorized by the Public Charter School Commission 
(PCSC). The purpose of this document is to help familiarize you with the PCSC’s role and provide you 
with some important information and resources that we hope will support you in your work. 

The PCSC’s office, located in Boise, has a full-time staff that stands ready to assist you. We invite you to 
contact us anytime with your questions or concerns. 

Contents 
 

History & Structure ..................................................................................................... 3 

The Authorizer’s Role .................................................................................................. 3 

Performance Certificates .............................................................................................. 3 

Charter Renewal ........................................................................................................ 5 

Reporting Calendar ..................................................................................................... 5 

Stakeholder Concerns .................................................................................................. 6 

Performance Certificate Amendments............................................................................... 7 

Authorizer Fees .......................................................................................................... 7 

Resources ................................................................................................................. 7 

 

Attachments 
 

Your School’s Current Performance Certificate and Framework 

Your School’s Most Recent Annual Performance Report 

The PCSC’s Most Recent Annual Report 
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History & Structure 
Idaho’s original charter school legislation passed in 1998. At that time, only local school district boards 
could authorize public charter schools. In many cases, this model was effective, but in others, sufficient 
difficulty arose that the legislature identified a need for an alternative, independent authorizer. The 
Public Charter School Commission (PCSC) was created in 2004 to fulfill this role. The PCSC currently 
authorizes the majority of Idaho’s public charter schools.  

The PCSC’s seven members hail from all around the state. Commissioners are appointed by the Governor 
(3 members), Senate Pro Tempore (2 members), or Speaker of the House (2 members). They serve four-
year terms, and officers are elected every two years in the spring. 

The PCSC is staffed by the Office of the State Board of Education. 

The Authorizer’s Role 
The PCSC’s statutory role is one of oversight. We seek to fulfill this role with an attitude of service, and 
look forward to working with you toward a mutual goal of providing Idaho’s students with many diverse, 
high-quality schools of choice. 

The Public Charter School Commission’s mission is to ensure PCSC-authorized public charter schools’ 
compliance with Idaho statute, protecting student and public interests by balancing high standards of 
accountability with respect for the autonomy of public charter schools and implementing best 
authorizing practices to ensure the excellence of public charter school options available to Idaho 
families. 

In accordance with Idaho statute, the PCSC sets expectations for performance and holds schools 
accountable for results. We support your school’s autonomy by refraining from dictating your inputs or 
controlling your processes. Instead, we establish a consistent standard for performance outcomes while 
freeing you to manage your operations as needed, within the bounds of the law, to meet or exceed that 
standard. 

The PCSC is responsible for prudent evaluation of new charter petitions, as well as the oversight of 
existing public charter schools’ academic, operational, and financial statuses. The bulk of our focus is 
on academic outcomes, but schools’ operational compliance and financial health are also important to 
ensure the protection of student and public interests. 

We are happy to assist you with guidance or recommendations, but will always respect the decision-
making authority of your school’s board. We believe in the foundational concept that public charter 
schools exchange increased autonomy for increased accountability, and strive to uphold both sides of 
that equation. 

Performance Certificates 
Idaho statute provides an accountability structure for public charter schools and authorizers. At the heart 
of this structure is the performance certificate, which is a legal agreement detailing the roles and 
responsibilities of both parties. Incorporated into your performance certificate is a performance 
framework that includes the indicators, measures, and metrics that will be used to evaluate your 
performance outcomes. 

Initial performance certificate terms for newly-authorized charter schools are for five years; thereafter, 
performance certificates may be renewed for additional five-year terms. During these terms, authorizers 
monitor the schools’ academic, operational, and financial outcomes. 

Annually throughout your certificate term, we will provide you with a written report comparing your 
actual performance outcomes to the standards set forth in your performance certificate. Such reports 
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do not result in sanctions, but simply serve to inform you and the public of your school’s status, and 
provide ample opportunity for schools to correct any deficiencies. They may also determine your 
eligibility for replication or expansion. 

During the final year of your performance certificate term, your school will be evaluated for renewal. 
The renewal process is discussed in further detail in the Charter Renewal section below. 

Occasionally, concerns regarding a school’s academic, operational, or financial status arise. If this 
occurs, we’ll work with you to get the issue corrected with minimal consequences. The chart below 
summarizes possible PCSC responses to different types of concerns: 

Academic Operational Financial 
No immediate consequences are 
imposed by PCSC in the event of 
academic deficiencies. 

 
Deficiencies (by comparison to 
terms of performance certificate) 
are noted in PCSC’s annual report 
to school. 

 
PCSC may issue courtesy letters, 
without sanctions, to schools in 
order to provide early notice of 
concerns and maximize opportunity 
to correct. 

 
Persistent or severe deficiencies 
are considered during the periodic 
renewal process. 
 

___________________ 
 

Note: ESSA waiver requirements 
and sanctions apply to public 
charter schools as with any other 
public schools, but are handled by 
the State Department of Education 
(SDE) rather than the authorizer. 

No immediate consequences 
are imposed by PCSC in the 
event of operational / 
compliance deficiencies. 

 
If PCSC identifies possible law 
violation, PCSC must notify 
the entity responsible for 
enforcing said law. 

 
Deficiencies (legal violations 
and operational weaknesses) 
are noted in PCSC’s annual 
report to school. 

 
PCSC may issue courtesy 
letters, without sanctions, to 
schools in order to provide 
early notice of concerns and 
maximize opportunity to 
correct.  

 
Persistent, numerous, or 
severe deficiencies are 
considered during the 
periodic renewal process. 
 

No immediate consequences 
are imposed by PCSC in the 
event of fiscal deficiencies. 

 
If PCSC determines that 
school may not remain fiscally 
sound through remainder of 
certificate term, PCSC may 
notify SDE of this concern.  
SDE modifies payment 
schedule (not payment 
amount) to minimize taxpayer 
risk in case of mid-year 
closure. 

 
Deficiencies (according to 
near-term and sustainability 
measures) are noted in PCSC’s 
annual report to school. 

 
PCSC may issue courtesy 
letters, without sanctions, to 
schools in order to provide 
early notice of concerns and 
maximize opportunity to 
correct.  

 
Deficiencies that threaten the 
fiscal health of the school are 
considered during the 
periodic renewal process. 

 

Idaho’s administrative rule requires public charter schools to notify their authorizers in known cases of 
non-compliance by the school. Please be assured that providing such notification is unlikely to result in 
sanctions. We’ll do our best to help you resolve the situation quickly, and will note such resolution in 
your next annual report if appropriate. 

The PCSC or its staff occasionally requests meetings with school leadership to discuss relevant issues. 
Such meetings are not intended to infringe upon your board’s autonomy, but rather to exchange 
information, provide guidance, and help everyone work more effectively within their respective roles. 
Please feel free to request a meeting with our staff anytime we can be helpful to you.  
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Additionally, PCSC staff makes periodic site visits to schools, attends board meetings, and hosts training 
seminars. These events offer a friendly opportunity to put names with faces and answer questions. We 
especially value site visits as opportunities to develop our understanding of your school’s mission, 
method, and student population. 

Charter Renewal 
Your charter and performance certificate describe the school you have committed to provide for your 
community. Your performance framework details academic, mission-specific, operational, and financial 
standards against which your outcomes are evaluated on an annual basis. These outcomes are provided 
to you by the PCSC in annual performance reports that serve as guideposts to help shape your strategic 
planning as you celebrate your strengths and seek to improve upon any shortcomings. 

Every five years, your school is evaluated for renewal or non-renewal. During the renewal process, the 
PCSC carefully evaluates your school, including implementation of your stated mission and key design 
elements, as well as academic, mission-specific, operational, and financial outcomes relative to the 
standards established in the framework. We examine the trajectory of your school throughout the 
performance certificate term, noting changes over time as well as the larger context in which they have 
occurred. 

The renewal process includes opportunities for you to address the outcomes described in your annual 
reports, provide contextual detail and additional evidence, and describe improvements undertaken by 
your school. For additional information, please feel free to explore the Renewal Application & Guidance 
available on our website. 

Reporting Calendar 
The PCSC requires schools in its portfolio to submit only a few reports each year: 

Due July 30: 

 School Leadership Update (formerly referred to as the Charter School Dashboard) 
 Copy of Completed Support Unit Calculation 
 Mission-Specific Performance Measure Results (if applicable; some schools elect not to 

include mission-specific standards in their performance frameworks) 

Due November 1: 

 Copy of Annual Independent Fiscal Audit 
 First Quarter Financial Report (if applicable; schools achieving honor status on the financial 

section of their most recent annual reports are exempt) 

Due February 1: 

 Second Quarter Financial Report 

Due May 1: 

 Third Quarter Financial Report (if applicable; schools achieving honor status on the 
financial section of their most recent annual reports are exempt) 

Schools in their pre-renewal and renewal years may need to meet limited, additional reporting 
requirements associated with the renewal process. 

The PCSC strives to avoid duplicative reporting requirements whenever possible. We may occasionally 
request additional reports from schools, but only in cases where the necessary information cannot be 
obtained from another source.  
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Most of the information the PCSC uses to complete annual performance reports is gathered from the 
State Department of Education and State Board of Education. Prior to the publication of your annual 
report, we will provide you with an opportunity to review the report and notify us of any corrections or 
contextual information. 

State Agency Roles 
Please note that the State Department of Education, State Board of Education, and Public Charter School 
Commission are separate entities with different roles and reporting requirements. Here is a quick primer 
on the subject: 

State Board of Education State Department of Education Public Charter School 
Commission 

Policy-making body for all 
public education in Idaho 
 
Responsible for general 
oversight of K-20 education 
 
Serves as the board of Idaho’s 
public universities 
 
Comprised of 8 Governor 
appointees plus the 
Superintendent of Public 
Instruction 

Responsible for technical 
assistance to public schools 
 
Supports schools and 
investigates concerns in the 
areas of teacher certification, 
data management, federal 
programs, special education, 
school safety, & nutrition. 
 
Manages public school finance, 
including issuance of payments 
to schools 
 
Headed by elected 
Superintendent of Public 
Instruction 

Evaluates petitions for new 
public charter schools 
 
Oversees academic, 
operational, and financial 
performance of portfolio 
schools to protect the interests 
of students and taxpayers 
 
Makes renewal or non-renewal 
decisions based on performance 
outcomes 
 
Defends charter board 
autonomy while providing 
resources to help petitioners 
and schools succeed  

 

As you can see, you’ll work most often with the State Department of Education and Public Charter 
School Commission. If you are uncertain who to contact in a particular situation, our staff is glad to 
help point you in the right direction. 

Stakeholder Concerns 
Our office occasionally receives calls from individuals who are concerned about a situation at an 
individual school. We typically respond to these calls by providing relevant, factual information and 
referring the caller back to the school. We then follow up by making contact with your school’s 
leadership, both to ensure your awareness of the matter and to hear your perspective.  

The majority of such complaints are most appropriately dealt with at the school level, via your grievance 
policy. In some cases, it may be appropriate for us to investigate further or refer concerned individuals 
to the Professional Standards Commission. 

If a situation arises at your school that you realize may lead to stakeholder or media calls to our office, 
please feel free to get in touch with us preemptively. Knowing your side of the story can help us respond 
to inquiries more effectively. 
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Performance Certificate Amendments 
Schools sometimes wish to amend their performance certificates in the middle of a performance 
certificate term. Common amendments include: 

 Enrollment cap increases or decreases 
 Grade level expansions or reductions 
 Significant educational program modifications 

Amendments must be approved by the PCSC before final adoption by your board. If you are considering 
proposing a performance certificate amendment, please contact PCSC staff well in advance for guidance 
regarding the process. Depending on the nature of your proposal, you may need to plan to attend a PCSC 
meeting. Amendments affecting enrollment for the upcoming school year are best proposed before the 
first of January in order to ensure finalization prior to your spring enrollment lottery. 

PCSC Meetings 
As a general rule, the PCSC holds its regular meetings on the second Thursday of every other month, in 
February, April, June, August, October, and December. We also hold occasional special meetings. 
Agendas and meeting materials for regular meetings are always posted on our website at least a week in 
advance; special meeting materials may be posted closer to the meeting date. Our meetings are open to 
the public, and we live stream audio whenever possible. 

If an issue regarding your school (such as a proposed performance certificate amendment) is on the 
agenda, please remember that any materials you wish the PCSC to consider are due 30 days prior to the 
meeting date. For all PCSC policies regarding meeting materials submission, please visit our website. 

Authorizer Fees 
In accordance with Idaho law, all public charter schools pay annual fees to their authorizers. The amount 
of these fees depends upon a variety of factors, including the amount of state funds distributed to all 
public schools and Average Daily Attendance at your school and all public schools.  

We will calculate your authorizer fee and provide you with an invoice each February. You may choose to 
direct up to 10% of the calculated fee to cover your membership fees to an organization or association 
that provides technical assistance, training, and advocacy for Idaho public charter schools. Fees must be 
paid by March 15. 

Resources 
The PCSC website offers a variety of resources to help you further explore Idaho’s charter school 
community. Please visit us online to view: 

 PCSC Policies and Procedures 
 PCSC Annual Reports 
 Annual Performance Reports for Individual Schools 
 PCSC Meeting Notices, Agendas, Materials, and Minutes 
 Educational Materials 
 Reporting Deadlines and Templates 
 Resource Links 

Our staff is happy to assist you at any time. Please feel free to call, email, or drop by the office to let 
us know how we can help. 
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